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Abstract. Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is a complex disorder caused 
by the combined effects of genetic inheritance and environ-
mental factors. The abnormal secretion of albumin via urine 
is the characteristic feature of a diabetic nephropathy (DN) 
patient. Moreover, the detection of this observable character-
istic feature of DN is quite late. As a result the time, at which 
DN is observable, large extent of kidney damage has already 
occurred. Thus, this late observation significantly decreases 
the chances of efficient management of DN and associated 
outcomes. The current biomarker used to detect DN is microal-
buminuria, the presence of albumin in the urine. However, the 
current biomarkers often lead to false negative results. The high 
mobility group box (HMGB)1 is an upcoming molecule being 
explored for its application in the management of DN. The 
present review enlightens the current status of HMGB1 in DN.
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1. Introduction

The clinical observance of significant loss in the glomer-
ular filtration rate (GFR) is a direct indicator of diabetic 

nephropathy (DN) and is also associated with urine albumin 
excretion (1). Furthermore, DN is the most common causative 
agent for end-stage renal disease (ESRD). ESRD is also the 
result of type 2 diabetes (T2D) but is treatable. On the whole, 
in the United States, DN is the more prevailing cause of ESRD 
as compared to T2D.

DN is associated with high mortality as well as high 
morbidity rates during cardiovascular disease, long before 
ESRD (2). At present, many studies have explored DN exten-
sively leading to information useable for the identification 
of DN at quite an early stage. However, the exact knowledge 
of pathophysiology of DN is still pending. Most of the 
confirmed factors identified for detection of DN include 
non-modifiable risk factors such as ethnicity, family history 
and elevated GFR early after diagnosis of T2D have been 
proven in many studies. Risk factors for developing DN that 
could be modified are glycemia, hypertension, smoking 
status, obesity and dyslipidemia. Research has shown that 
if the patients take good care of the modified risk factors 
such as glycemic controls, the progress of developing DN 
could be delayed.

2. Current views of DN

The state of untreated DN is the prime initiator of ESRD (3). 
The current biomarker used to detect DN is microalbumin-
uria, indicating extent of albumin secretion by the body via 
urination (4). The above technique involves recording of 
albumin-to-creatinine ration most probably in the first urine 
of the affected patient. The process of recording above ratio 
continues for 24 h at regular intervals within a day. The 
prime advantages of the biomarker are its efficacy, accuracy 
and ease of performing analyses both for patient as well as 
technician. Moreover, cost wise also it is very economical. 
However, limitation of this biomarker are biased results due 
to variable urine concentrations, diet factors or urinary tract 
infection. With the presence of microalbuminuria, National 
Kidney Foundation (5) classification has suggested that the 
levels of GFR might be exploited for the accurate staging of 
chronic kidney disease.

3. Serum creatinine levels during DN

One of the most efficient indices used for the determination 
of clinical health of kidneys is serum creatinine levels (6). 
The prime route for the metabolism of creatinine produced by 
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muscles is via by glomerular filtration. So, during abnormal 
functioning of kidneys, GFR is affected leading to elevation 
in the creatinine levels. On the other hand, the only limita-
tion associated with the test that it is unable to detect DN at 
an early stage. It is applicable only after marked damages to 
kidney nephrons. Another limitation is that sexes and age of 
the patient affect serum creatinine levels, so chances of false 
lows are more in both women and old patients. Cystatin C is 
another upcoming indicator of falling GFR (7). A study in 
the recent past also conformed the dependence of excretion 
of creatinine on its dietary intake, thus, more the intake the 
more is the excretion of creatinine (8).

4. HMGB1

HMGB1 is a profuse non-histone chromatin, component well 
known for its dual DNA binding domains viz. HMG box 
A and B (9). The high affinity of high mobility group box 
(HMGB)1 for DNA is its characteristic feature. In cancer, 
elevated levels of HMGB1 are correlated well with cancer 
progression in the form of invasion and metastasis (10). It 
is associated with tumor metastasis as it is able to modulate 
cell adhesive properties and extracellular matrix compo-
nents (10).

5. HMGB1, DN and RAGE

The interaction with a member of immunoglobulin superfamily 
viz. receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) is 
the prime pathway for the activation of HMGB1 (11). RAGE 
is abundant in various tissues and cells including heart, 
lungs, kidney, brain, skeletal, neutrophils, lymphocytes and 
monocytes. With advanced glycation end products (AGEs) 
interaction, RAGE mediates the effects of its other extracellular 
ligands. Further, RAGE bound HMGB1 indicated the roles of 
RAGE in cellular migration and intrusiveness (12). Studies in 
the recent past have confirmed that soluble forms of RAGE 
might stabilize inflammatory reflexes from RAGE ligands such 
as AGEs, S100 proteins and HMGB1 (13,14). So, it is another 
way of HMGB1 to play the role of a cytokine via activation 
of additional immune responses or inflammatory reactions. 
Damaged or necrotic cells, leading to inflammation, could also 
passively release the protein. Further, post-translational modi-
fications such as acetylation, phosphorylation, methylation and 
poly(ADP)-ribosylation are also responsible for direct HMGB1 
action towards secretory pathway (10). All these consider-
ations indicated that HMGB1 is a very important mediator 
of inflammatory response, with several mechanisms of action 
not yet completely elucidated. Some recent studies have also 
shown that release of hyperglycemia-induced HMGB1 leads 
to renal injury causing tubulointerstitial inflammation during 
DN (15-17).

6. HMGB1 signaling and DN

The prime cellular receptor for HMGB1 is the RAGE that 
is the main mode of communication between advanced 
glycation end product (AGE)-modified proteins and the endo-
thelium cells (18). Further, additional pathways viz. CDC42/
Rac pathway and MAPK-NF-κB pathways are also activated 

by RAGE binding to HMGB1 (19). Collective activation of 
the above two pathways often leads to chemotaxis, cytokine 
activation and migration of immune cells. There are addi-
tional receptor(s) relevant to HMGB1 signaling. Consistent 
with this assumption, follow-up studies further character-
ized that toll-like receptors 2 (TLR2) and 4, are involved 
in HMGB1 signaling (12) likely through Rac1/PI3K/CDC42 
pathway and MyD88 dependent NF-κB activation pathways.

7. AGE and DN

The AGE is the result of a non-enzymatic reaction between 
reducing monocytes, macrophages and dendritic cells so as 
to amplify inflammation reaction (20,21). Receptors for AGE 
(RAGE) when bound to AGEs, associate with reactive oxygen 
species generation support supplementary AGEs via the nico-
tinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidase 
pathway (22).

The aldose reductase-mediated polyol pathway may 
directly form AGEs via 3-deoxyglucosone AGE intermediates. 
This reaction causes depletion of NADPH and glutathione, and 
the resultant oxidative stress indirectly increases formation of 
AGEs (21). AGEs can cause extensive cross-linking of proteins 
and its oxidation, leading to their deposition, as reported in 
diabetes and Alzheimer's diseases (23). Collectively, these 
reports indicate that HMGB1's role in the mechanisms of 
inflammation, apoptosis, angiogenesis, DN and cancer, are 
very important although still poorly known. Therefore, it is 
very important to investigate such aspects to better understand 
these pathogenetic mechanisms and possibly identify the 
molecular pathways involved, with the aim to develop novel 
therapeutic strategies for these serious diseases.

8. Conclusions

It was concluded from above that diabetic nephropathy is a 
common outcome associated with diabetes and could prove 
fatal if not treated in time. Further, the HMGB1 is the key 
protein responsible for DN and could be exploited as an effi-
cient target for novel therapeutics against DN.
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